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Chairman’s Notes.
Hi all, firstly may I start by saying thank you to all who voted to keep
me in position for another year (perhaps nobody else wants it), but
seriously I consider it a great honour to be elected to chair what is
my hobby and passion, not my job. I will do my best to carry on the
success of what I consider a great club.
My thanks go to Mike Barker and Tony Grimshaw in organising what
I hope will be the first of many observer training days. This took place
at Duffield fire station on April 6 and was considered a very successful
and worthwhile day by all those who turned out on a very snowy
Sunday. The success of the meeting was also enhanced by the first
“barbi” of the year laid on by John and Chris May afterwards and our
special thanks to them for that.
I was contacted by the Derby Telegraph to give a few pointers on
what we consider to be good advice to motorcyclists in an attempt to
bring down the number of bike accidents on our roads. These were
published in support of an article by the paper on April 9th, although
they had been modified slightly by the paper. I think we got some good
coverage and I hope that we may see a few new members coming to
join us. For my efforts I did get my picture in the article although any
of you who saw it would agree that the plastic surgery and Botox had
turned me into a clone of Andrew Marshall. I’m not sure who I should
feel sorry for, myself or Andrew.
It is good to see the local paper trying to do something to reduce the
number of motorcycle casualties on our roads and very gratifying that
they came to us for our comments. With the limited space available
it was only possible to get over a couple of points but travelling every
day and listening to the carnage on the radio I wonder how our
government and authorities are going to deal with the problem.
Personally I have several concerns about driving/riding standards at
the moment, the first being the amount of use of mobile phones. I am
certain that the average driver has no idea how much the use of a
phone while driving affects their performance; just while riding behind
it is not difficult to tell who is engrossed in a phone conversation.
Recently I have seen cars, artics and those quite fast and very large
tractors being driven through streets by drivers who openly flout this
law. The other real concern I have is the total lack of respect that
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drivers have for traffic lights. It was always sacrosanct that traffic lights
were obeyed; nowadays you can see drivers of all vehicles shoot red
lights every day of the week.
I believe that both of these pet hates are brought about by the lack of
traffic police today (that should raise a comment or two), that drivers
carry out these acts because they think they will not get caught and
that the vast majority of roads users today consider driving a right and
not a skill.
Any way that’s enough of my rants although I would appreciate your
thoughts on the subject.
May I conclude by wishing you all a very enjoyable and safe riding
spring and summer, and if anyone has something special planned
please consider giving us an illustrated chat on a cold winter night.
All the Best,
Graeme.

From the (new) newsletter editor
Alex has done a fantastic job of producing the last 3 issues of the club
newsletter, with a design fit for the 21st century. It is a pity that his
work commitments have meant that he has had to pass the baton on,
but he has done so, to someone with a new computer and too much
time on his hands. My aim is to continue to produce a newsletter
which people will pick up and read, not only for the quality of the
stories, but also for the pictures.
So give us your biking stories, and I think we have a few good ones
in this issue, but also please send us your biking pictures. A digital
camera is easy to stow on any ride-out; even a mobile telephone pic
will do. I might even persuade your committee to offer prizes for the
best story for the most dramatic pic at the end of the year. For those
who stick to pen, paper and film cameras, do not despair. I have a
way with scanners which could put you in the prize list as well.
All the best from me too,
Peter H.
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The DAM Egg Run
The morning of the egg run was wet
and windy, as normal. Fifteen bikes and
riders (plus the Easter bunny) braved the
weather. We took a route through Derby
and up to the Children’s Hospital where we
were greeted
with hot
coffee and tea. There were a lot of eggs
donated,so the bunny hopped off to give
them out. Some of the children wanted
to see the bikes so Jonty rode his in on
request.
There was a
short ride out to
follow so a good day was had by all.
THANKS TO EVERYBODY.
(And thanks to John Lloyd for the story and pictures.)

Congratulations to...
Dave Bonser Jan 2008, observed by John Lloyd
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North Cape Island, the Long Way Round
Long way round, Long way down, Long Way Up and Graeme’s
Enduro Africa are modern examples of what we eccentric British can
attempt on our beloved motorcycles when others regard us as mad.
I’m a born again biker, as of the last 12 years,
having ridden
bikes legally since the age of 16 (we all
start earlier, don’t we) up until 30 when
family commitments dominated and
the last bike went. My bikes had been
an Agrati Capri 80 scooter 1958 (you
have to start somewhere), a BSA
SS90 350 1965, Cotton Minarelli 170
1972, Montesa Cota 172 1975 and
finally Montesa Cota 247 1978.
Which has the fondest memory? It’s the
BSA SS90. Why?
Because it was the most stripped and rebuilt, most unreliable, worst
to start and we went to the North Cape Island together, above the 10th
parallel on a five week trip. I was 17.
Remember ‘Fire’ by ‘The Crazy World of Arthur Brown?’ Remember
the invasion of Czechoslovakia? Yes, August 20-21 1968. What were
you doing then?
On July 17th 1968, two 17 year
old Birmingham school boys
set off on a journey that would
change their lives. David was on
a Triumph Tiger Cub and me, on my
Beeza. We each had £50 in traveller’s
cheques each and £25 sewn into our
jackets for emergency. Preparation had
started three months before to include
the route, friends to visit, supplies of free
essential spares from a range of Midland
Industries (David’s Dad was Lucas Advertising
Manager), full camping gear, crash bars and hand-made
panniers and top boxes all mounted with 3/16” x 1¼” duralumin strip.
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The latter items were made with the assistance of David’s grandfather
who was an expert in fibre glass and taught us how to work with this
‘new substance’ and design the moulds. As testament to the durability
of these latter items, we had four minor accidents and one major and
they all survived even to this day. The bikes were finally ready at
3.00am of our departure day; that’s the way it always happens.
The route took us from Birmingham to Hull, across the North Sea to
Gothenburg in central Sweden. The boat crossing was horrendous;
the worst weather for that season. Dave was OK, not me. What
made me ill was being down on the car deck in the fumes whilst we
were underway, repairing a clutch cable that had snapped just as we
arrived in Hull. I was ill the whole way. Crossing from Gothenburg
to Stockholm was OK. The road surfaces were reasonable with the
usual mixture of tarmac and concrete. We looked up and stayed
with friends in Stockholm. This gave us a chance to visit the city. A
highlight was the Vasa museum; a 1664 boat just like the Mary Rose
that had been brought back to the surface from Stockholm Harbour
and was undergoing preservation.
The journey north
after Stockholm
was on European
Highway 4 to
Finland enabling
us to do 220
miles a day with
6 hours riding.
We managed
the 1,234 miles
from Stockholm,
through Finland
to the North
Cape in six days
amazingly without
incident but it
was gruelling riding. We had torrential storms which slowed us right
down (if I’d had my Caberg then, well..) but the only failure was when
the Cub’s carb nearly fell off. A bit of loctite and some spare nuts
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got it going again. Our riding suits were Barber wax cotton, leather
boots with sea boot socks, gloves from Lewis leathers, Cromwell
open face helmet with
added peak and those
wonderful Stadium
laminated glass flying
goggles. Really poor
compared to today’s
equipment. In the
miserable rain, you
could hardly see and
the road grip was
poor. Given that the
bikes were overloaded
at the rear, handling
was difficult on our Avon Mk lll’s.
The camping was basic (and
scary). You could hear the elk
and wolves at night and you couldn’t tell how close they were. We
couldn’t sleep well because of the 24hr daylight and the intense
cold. Every day was started with fried reindeer sausage, egg, beans
and coffee. Evenings were meatballs, tinned veg and fresh fruit. It’s
amazing how many types of meatballs there are and we tried the lot.
Two I particularly remember were called Mideskaka and Siekaka; they
were as good as they sounded. We avoided the fish as we weren’t
that adventurous. We crossed to the North Cape Island by boat from
Russenes and it cost £5 each (big chunk of our money), finishing
the journey by tourist bus round the island along roads with 500ft
precipices. It was a wise decision as we saw the car wrecks down on
the storm-lashed rocks below. Another rough crossing, so we spent
most of that part of the journey being sick, but we got there!
Journey back down through Norway was harder. Several times we
were sprayed with grit from enthusiastic Scandinavians in their Eric
Carlson Saabs drifting the corners. Ba****ds! About 3 kms out of town
you were on oil-bound graded sand. Pot holes were frequent and
we still weren’t having very good weather. In total we had 8 dry days
out of 35. There were fantastic views of the Fjords and water falls
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to compensate. We ventured up the side of Sonja Fjord as it looked
spectacular but the road got the better of me. I’d steered my over
weight Beeza between countless pot holes and finally succumbed
to an 18” one; looped the bike throwing me up the road on my face,
finally ending up sat in a deep ditch. David noticed I was missing
and turned back. I was sat in the bottom of the ditch collecting up
my change that had
spilled out of my top
pocket whist blood
dripped down from
a cut above my eye.
‘See you’ve got your
priorities right, Rich’
came from David.
He was a tight arse.
A friendly Norwegian
got me to a hospital
four miles away in
his car and I was checked over. One Elastoplast later I was declared
none the worse, apart from concussion and discharged only to walk
the four miles back to the bikes. What a mess: crushed pannier,
top box split open, headlight gone, handle bars that looked like apehangers but I didn’t break the eggs. Two days later, after some
resourceful reparations with metal strip and bolts we scrounged from
the campsite owner and a large tube of plastic padding, we carried
on towards Oslo. More oil-bound sand. They had a great way of
repairing these roads. You’d get a sign showing ‘Road Works 34km’
and they’d dig up the whole road with a planer, then grade and relay it
behind with more sprayed oil, leaving the vehicles to compact it.
By now, we were getting fretting failures of the duralumin frames
which were requiring much modification to keep going. In a way, we
were correcting our basic design faults. To add to this, the Cub’s forks
were seriously worn, giving strange handling. Again we went on the
scrounge and got some thick hydraulic oil to help.
On nearing Oslo, the Beeza started a misfire. We tried plug changes,
cap changes, timing checks, a spare coil and capacitor all to no avail.
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It would then run for a few miles and then die. In desperation we
bypassed the ignition switch going straight from the battery...we were
in business. It meant lashing it up each time and having to stall the
engine, but it worked. At home we found the ammeter had gone open
circuit.
We got to Oslo on 18th August and had wonderful fun riding over the
wet cobbles and tramlines that litter their roads (I’m lying). Time was
getting tight so it was a bit of a dash back down to Gothenburg for
the boat home. Whilst queuing up, we were joined by a couple of
lads from Weston-super-Mare on a brand new Lambretta 125. They’d
come over for two weeks on the one machine and run it in! They’d got
bags and rucksacks held on with bungees on a big chrome carrier and
that was it! The 36 hours back on the boat were amazing; it was a
smooth crossing, we all bought duty free and shared it along with our
stories of roads and near-misses. I don’t remember a great deal, but
it was certainly a hoot.
The trip had been very hard, both on us and the machines, and
extremely tiring but we’d done it and survived. We spent most of the
ride home to Brum following the lads on the
Lambretta, picking up the stuff that kept falling
off their rack.
Excluding the boat fares, the five weeks cost
us £55 each and we covered over 4000 miles.
Sweden was the most expensive, Finland
the worst roads, and Norway had the biggest
potholes, but the friendliest people. The
only English our campsite owner at Sonja
Fjord knew was ‘It’s a long way to
Tipperary’. Would I do it again? Yes,
and with modern gear. Any takers?
Thanks to Barrie Gill for an epic account of an epic journey.
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Meet the Neighbours
Just down the road is another IAM group – our nearest neighbours.
Unlike us they don’t dress in leather and bright clothing, don’t get cold
and wet, and the only time they get their knees on the floor iis when
they are checking the pressure on one of the four tyres… Yes, you
guessed it, our nearest neighbour is the Derby IAM car group.
The car group formed in 1977 and currently has around 50 members.
It is run under the guiding hand of their secretary, Thelma Bradshaw
(who is believed to be the longest-serving secretary in the IAM).
The group meets at the Nag’s Head (opposite Tesco) in Mickleover,
every 2nd Sunday at 10 am, from where the majority of observed runs
take place. Unlike the bike group, the associates almost always go
out with a different observer on each run. Because of this they have a
well-structured system using a run/progress sheet, which is updated
by the observer after each run. This system allows the associate to
see exactly where he is in relation to sitting the test, and also what
aims and goals are required before the next run – complete continuity,
and it works, as the group had around 15 successful candidates last
year. Maybe the run/progress sheet is something our bike group could
think about!
Did you know that within our bike group we also have 2 who are
members and observers of the car group? I personally find this a
tremendous advantage, in that it allows me to put over the “Think
Bike” message to younger car drivers who might just look twice…
So if you as a biker are interested in improving your driving of the 4
wheel variety, then get in touch with me and I will arrange a taster
session for you, with our neighbours down the road, a friendly bunch
just like us who would be pleased to see you… but despite having
grumbled at the beginning of my story about being cold and wet and
wearing leather and hi-viz I would argue that you have twice the fun
on two wheels as you do on four.
Cheers,
Pete Macrorie
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Business matters from the AGM
Elections
Chairman			
Hon. Secretary
Treasurer

Graham Willett
Mike Sheehan (provisionally)
Mike Ford

Committee:
Senior Observer (Test
		
& Guidance)
Senior Observer
Membership Secretary
Website & Newsletter
Loyal Supporters
			
			
			
			
			

Mike Barker
Tony Grimshaw
Richard Ballard
Peter Harris
John Cowley
Robert Hughes
Mary Jerrison
John Lloyd
Pete Macrorie
Alex Stedmon

Treasurer’s Report 2008
Both the General and Social fund of the club continue in a healthy
state. Skill for Life provides a substantial part of the income for the
General Fund and together with member subscriptions provides, at
this point in time, a more than adequate income for the club. Skill for
Life investment is due to increase this year and it will be interesting to
see if it affects enrolments. The IAM continue to negotiate insurance
that encompasses cover for all groups, the IAM meeting the full cost
of this from central funds. The only cost to the club is for trustee
indemnity. Test and Guidance has funded training provided by Roy
Stevenson and further avenues of spend are being investigated by the
committee. We subsidise the sale of Not the Blue Book, and still have
a few left, if anyone wants to buy a copy at £5. My thanks to Geoff
and Gillian for organising the purchase and sale of DAM clothing and
to Pete and Kath for organising the raffle, both of which bring income
into the Social Fund.
Finally, but not least, thank you to Dave Whitlock in his role as auditor,
which I hope he will see fit to continue.
If anyone requires any further details or explanations please feel free
to contact me.
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Lighten our darkness
Report and musings on the April club night
Commuting home by candlelight is not much fun, but that is all my
bike headlights often seemed to offer. It is not every day that a good
piece of upgrade engineering comes along, but that was definitely
the case at the April club night, when John Popika of Novablue Ltd.
demonstrated a clever way of replacing ordinary headlamp bulbs with
a gas-discharge unit.
There are four technologies of light bulb to consider here, the oldest
being the incandescent lamp, as devised by Thomas Edison, where a
wire filament is heated by an electric current until it glows somewhere
between red-hot and white-hot. This system is not terribly efficient,
because about 95% of the power put into them is converted to heat
rather than light, but the technology lives on in domestic as well
as vehicle (especially tail and side light) bulbs. I used to possess a
World War 2 searchlight bulb rated at 1 kilowatt, and I am sure that
the searchlight crew could have brewed tea with it while waiting for
aircraft. The filament is made of tungsten, the only metal which will
not melt at the high temperatures involved, and the bulb is evacuated
of air so that the filament does not react with oxygen and burn away.
It does however evaporate slowly and deposit on the glass envelope,
blackening it.
For headlights, most modern vehicles are fitted with the next
technology, tungsten-halogen bulbs. This is really only a modification
of the Edison bulb, with an envelope of heat-resistent quartz rather
than ordinary glass, and filled with one of the rare gases, generally
argon. There is still a tungsten filament, but the gas prevents the
tungsten from evaporating and depositing on the bulb envelope.
Tungsten halogen bulbs can run brighter and whiter, but also very
much hotter, so watch your fingers. Another point to watch is that
some manufacturers put a little bit of xenon in with the argon, giving
you to understand that this makes it a xenon bulb. Don’t fall for this
scam; the extra premium on these bulbs is a waste of money.
High intensity discharge (gas-discharge, xenon) lamps work in a
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completely different way, being similar to the light from an arc welder.
These lamps consist of a sealed glass tube, filled with xenon, with an
electrode at each end. If you now apply 30,000 volts to the electrodes
(watch your fingers again) the xenon gets hot and glows brightly and
whitely. This is a much more efficient system, giving off more light for
less energy. By the way, other gases and vapours can be used for
different colour outputs, as in neon lights, which glow red, mercury
vapour lights (blue-white) and sodium vapour lights (yellow).
Back to the meeting. John demonstrated the brightness of one of his
bulbs (dazzling) and mentioned the economy: these bulbs are rated at
only 35 watts for twice the light output of a standard 55 watt halogen
bulb. There is a problem, though, in switching on, as the bulbs take
several seconds to warm up to full light intensity. For this reason some
vehicles can be fitted with xenon lamps only for the dipped beam, with
halogen bulbs for the high beam. An alternative is to have a single
xenon bulb with a mechanical shutter which can be adjusted to block
part of the beam. The Novablue solution is to move the bulb itself
between two positions within the reflector housing, Very clever indeed.
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The next problem, of course, is mounting the assembly on the bike,
These lights draw little current from the battery, so added drain is not
a problem, but they are driven by a small ballast unit which needs to
be fitted somewhere. John (Popika) had prevailed upon John (Lloyd)
not only to ride his bike into the meeting room (is the drive-in pub the
way of the future?) but also to remove a fairing to show the mounted
ballast in place. The kit comes with wiring of a generous length and
fitted connectors for safety (that 30,000 volts again).
For an encore, John of Novablue demonstrated the fourth lighting
technology in the form of LED (light-emitting diode) clusters. LEDs
run extremely cool and modern ones are also very bright. The original
ones were only red, hence the universal use of red warning lights
on electronic equipment, but they also come in green and blue, and,
more relevantly to vehicles, in yellow and bright white. There is even
a prospect that they will be used for headlights, but here and now
they are available in clusters
on a standard base for tail and
indicator lights. Again, they
draw much less current than a
standard bulb. This is normally
a good thing, but in the case
of the indicators it upsets the
flasher unit, which depends on
the current draw to determine
whether the bulb is functional.
John has a fix for this.
I think this system looks great. If
you do too then give Novablue
a call on 0845 869 4142. The
website at www.novablue.co.uk is
not yet informative for bikes.
Peter H.
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The lighter side
A biker is riding by the zoo, when he sees a little girl leaning into
the lion’s cage. Suddenly, the lion grabs her by the cuff of her jacket
and tries to pull her inside to slaughter her, under the eyes of her
screaming parents. The biker jumps off his bike, runs to the cage and
hits the lion square on the nose with a powerful punch. Whimpering
from the pain, the lion jumps back letting go of the girl, and the biker
brings her to her terrified parents, who thank him endlessly.
A reporter has seen the whole scene, and addressing the biker,
says - ‘Sir, this was the most gallant and brave thing I saw a man do in
my whole life.’
‘Why, it was nothing, really, the lion was behind bars. I just saw
this little kid in danger, and acted as I felt right.’
‘Well, I’ll make sure this won’t go unnoticed. I’m a journalist,
you know, and tomorrow’s papers will have this on the first page.
What motorcycle do you ride?
‘A Harley Davidson.’   
The journalist leaves.
The following morning the biker buys the paper to see if it indeed
brings news of his actions, and reads, on first page:
BIKER GANG MEMBER ASSAULTS AFRICAN IMMIGRANT AND
STEALS HIS LUNCH.
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Forthcoming events
Club nights
Monday, 12 May
Monday, 9 June
Monday, 14 July

In the next issue...
Angles of lean
IAM Region 3 Meeting report
What do you do (when you’re not on the bike)?
Your stories
Your pictures

Who is this?

